Spring 2 Learning in

In Literacy we will:

Reception:

recap all phonics we know and our



skills of segmenting and blending.
write more extended sentences using our



Traditional Tales!

phonics.
look at traditional tales and recap



In PE we will:
learn how to control equipment such as



balls using rackets.
learn how to skilfully negotiate spaces



containing obstacles.
learn how to throw, catch and roll a



stories.

range of different sized balls.



retell stories.



write story mountains.



take part in whole class writing.



experience the theatre and talk about our

practise aiming at buckets as well as



targets.
use set skills and transfer these on to



apparatus.

experience.

develop confidence in using a range of



apparatus.

In Maths we will:


In Music we will:

match number names to their written
numeral to 20.



order coins based on their value.



use coins in role play situations.



compare numbers between 10 and 20



start using number lines



revisit days of the week



begin to write number sentences to find 1
more and 1 less



partition numbers to find number pairs

Homework will be sent out on a
Friday, please return by the following
Wednesday.

learn about beats and rhythms



learn how to continue a beat and rhythm
individual and in small groups.
use a range of instruments to perform



and practise beats and rhythms.
learnn songs as a whole class and use



our bodies to create different rhythms to

As members of our community we will:


such as 3+5=8 4+4=8 1+7=8

such as Easter.


attend gold book assemblies.



experience our local area



learn how to keep our parks clean and how



music.

learn about different celebrations in our community

important it is.
start collecting house points to help our house win.

When learning about the world we will:






learn about Easter and why Christians celebrate it.
look at seasonal changes that are happening as we enter Spring.
look at our environment and how it is different.

In Art and Design we will:


look at textures and how to select the
right texture for purpose.



recap colour mixing and think about how
we use colours for purpose.



independently select colours and materials
for a given activity.

